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x%
THis is stat of number of CS students who dont know what a 
computer actually is, you shouldn’t be adding to this !



Lets just say you know nothing about 
a computer :P

Reset whatever you know for an hr!



Then What 



Whats a computer
Anything and everything which can 

compute something.

WHAAAT!!

So u see defining computer itself isn't simple imagine 
understanding:P



HARDWAREHIgh Level 
TermSOFTWARE

COMPuter in 3 Golden words :P



What makes a 
computer

A computer

INPUT

PROCESS

STORE

OUTPUT



Input
● How does the computer understand what we are telling 

it to do.

● When we send in an input using any of the input 

devices the computer first converts it into the the 

language it understands.

● And that is nothing but BINARY.

● Lets try some binary stuff!



An intro to system language

Look at the board:P



SOME System Language numbers (no you don't have to store them in your  memory!!)



Storing
● Where does all the info we give to the computer go?
● Is all the information discarded?

Its all stored in something called “memory”
● Its stored some complex and simple manner in things like 

hard disks etc. we wont get into that now
● But yes things get saved/stored some where so that you 

dont need to give the same stuff again and again
● All this something is called DATA.

01000100010000010101010001000001



Processing 
● OK the data is stored so what!?
● You see this data is all given in 

haphazard manner so the computer 
needs to process it do some stuff 
on it and convert it into actual 
thing that is relevant .

● This actual thing is called 
INFORMATION.

01001001  01001110  01000110  01001111



OUTPUT
● We have now processed the data into information.
● Now this information is useful, the computer can use it in 

any form to show us anything!

INFO



What happens when i click the power button

BLACK SCREEN BOOTLOaDERSOMEthing happens here

Long Press button Select the OS/offYOUR OS



Lets See it actually



CAN you classify what we saw into 
the 4 phases?



LET's get into some logic 
stuff!!



SIMPLE?
LET me show you how this can become a little 

complex when it comes to computers!!:P 



They Say that you can make a 
whole computer with just the 
help of nand gates!?



“Software is a gas, it fills the container.
Lets just say ,that container, is hardware ”

- me:P(second line at least )



Final 
point

Hardware

Software

COMPUTER 
ENGINEER



THANKS
Crazy:P

Ask what happens why it happens.

And try answering that question!!

TIP


